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• Not original; others have ploughed this field before … 

• Appalling generalisations

• Very rude to friends and colleagues (mea culpa)

• No serious research base (final slides)

• (boring slides)

• Because I can…

Apologies
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• Not original; others have ploughed this field before … 

• Appalling generalisations

• Very rude to friends and colleagues (mea culpa)

• No serious research base (final slides)

• (boring slides)

• Because I can; and because, I think, it matters 

Apologies
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• Definitions

• Outcomes

• Causes and mechanisms

• Potential ways forward (for us … )

• Discussion

Outline
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• The importance of construct clarity

• Not clear what HRM is: 

– a subject of study

– a programme of work

• Lots of assumptions

• Not clear what IHRM is:

– international HRM strategies [MNEs]; 

• management of international mobility; 

– comparative HRM

Definitions
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• Growing inequality of wealth and income 
between individuals in businesses (HRM), in 
societies and between societies

• Increasing poverty

• Increasing corruption

• Increasing failures of democracy

• etc

UN Sustainable Development Goals

Outcomes
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Tackling Grand Societal Challenges: 

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)



Elitism found in the IHRM concentration on 
business and management (!) and especially on:

• the owners of businesses

• large businesses and MNEs

• management (talent management)

– privileged international workers

• employment

• WEIRD countries

“the professoriate is, and has remained, accessible disproportionately to the 
socioeconomically privileged, which is likely to deeply shape their scholarship and their 
reproduction.”  (Morgan, LaBerge, Larremore, Galesic, Brand & Clauset 2022) 

Causes 
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• key topic in HRM is the relationship between 
HRM and ‘firm performance’ 

• journals ask authors to explain how their 
research relates to ‘practice’

• a (usually undeclared) basic assumption in 
most IHRM texts

Is our objective to make big, rich MNEs 
larger and richer (at the expense of the 
rest of us)? 

The owners of businesses
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• we research large businesses and MNEs (built in to IB)

• we rarely research SMEs, public or third sector 
organisations

• in MNEs systems are established and clear; managers and 
employees are educated; and they understand research

• and they have IHRM policies …

Is our objective to ignore the 99% of 
businesses and 95% of employees in SMEs? 
What about the public and third sectors? 
What about GVCs? 

Large businesses and MNEs
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• Built in …

• In HRM we  have narrowed our focus: 

– personnel; human resource management; human capital 

– talent management (global talent management)

Is it our objective to look after the 3% of 
people in the company that ‘make the 
difference’? Does it even work? What about 
the rest …

Management 
(talent management)
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• assigned expatriates

• self-initiated expatriates

• low status expatriates

• migrants

– refugees

• others

Assigned expatriates are a tiny proportion of 
the internationally mobile workforce: what about 
the others? Are we comfortable ignoring the 
majority or the poorest and most vulnerable? 

In international mobility: 
privileged populations
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• we study employment (most workers across the 
world, especially women, are not employed)

• we study long-term, full-time employment (most 
employees are not that)

• but huge growth in flexible working, in gig work and 
other ways of working without a contract

Shouldn’t we be studying ‘work’? All kinds 
of work? However it is done? 

Employment
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• We do our research in businesses in (or from) 
Western, Educated, Industrialised, Rich, 
Democratic countries

But that is a minority of countries, and a 
minority of the world’s population …

WEIRD countries
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• GVCs, SMEs, public sector, third sector

• developing the talent of everyone

• the majority of countries and people 

• ‘work’ not ‘employment’

• UN Sustainable Development Goals

Suggestions: focus on
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Thank you!
c.j.brewster@henley.ac.uk

https://www.henley.ac.uk/people/professor-chris-
brewster

if you have been listening:
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